POWER &
IMMUNITY

An informational guide for understanding
immunization and the COVID-19 vaccine

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
National vaccination initiatives in the United States
support the critical work of achieving health equity for
African American, Indigenous, and other people of color.
While this guide is not intended to be a persuasive tool,
it has been developed to provide families and individuals
with the information they need to explore concerns,
answer questions, and start a conversation about
general immunization and the COVID-19 vaccine.
The information you'll find here is a brief compilation of
the vast information provided by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), and other credible sources. It also
features trusted African American voices and celebrates
their continued contributions in saving American lives.
Use this guide:
to supplement your own research on the vaccines;
to start a dialogue with your friends, physician,
pastor and family members;
to share accurate information on social media;
to get to know the contributions of African American
scientists and public health advocates who are
helping to bring this pandemic to an end.
The most influential voices are often those closest to
you. Use this guide to help keep one another
accountable as you seek out the best information for
making personal and community health decisions.
Proudly Sponsored By
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INFORMATION SESSIONS

"WE KNOW THAT OUR
COLLECTIVE ROLE IN HELPING
TO CREATE A VACCINE THAT
WORKS FOR BLACK PEOPLE—
AND THAT WE TRUST—HAS AN
IMPACT ON OUR VERY
SURVIVAL."
AMERICA'S BLACK DOCTORS AND NURSES
& THE BLACK COALITION AGAINST COVID-19
LOVE LETTER TO BLACK AMERICA
WWW.BLACKCOALITIONAGAINSTCOVID.ORG

Making It Plain: African
Americans and the
COVID-19 Vaccine
Watch the replay:
http://bit.ly/makingitplain

#powerandimmunity
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HISTORY

FROM THE
BEGINNING

It is a little-known fact that African Americans
have progressed our country toward nationwide
immunization since the early days. Most notably,
a West African slave known as Onesimus was
responsible for introducing the concept of
inoculation to the U.S. in 1716.
When smallpox was ravaging the city of Boston
(and the world), Onesimus shared a practice
from sub-Saharan Africa that could prevent the
spread of the disease. He called it "an operation,
which had given him something of the smallpox
and would forever preserve him from it."
Onesimus said, "Whoever had the courage to use
it was forever free of the fear of contagion."
The "operation" to which Onesimus referred
involved rubbing a little pus from an infected
person into the broken skin of a healthy person.
Introducing a small amount of the infection
produced an immune response and effectively
inoculated most participants against smallpox.
While this method is considered unethical by
modern standards, the practice saved hundreds
of lives and laid the foundation for the smallpox
vaccine that followed 100 years later.

An Important Chapter In

SMALLPOX HISTORY
1716

1721

1796

West African slave
Onesimus shares
method for
inoculation.

Slaveholder Cotton
Mather popularizes
method decreasing
death rate from 1 in 7 to
1 in 40.

Edward Jenner
introduces smallpox
vaccine.

Source:
https://www.history.com/news/smallpox-vaccine-onesimus-slave-cotton-mather

1980
World Health Organization
declares smallpox first
(and only) disease to be
eradicated from the earth.

2016
Boston Magazine
names Onesimus
"Best Bostonian
of All Time."
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INFORMATION SESSIONS

"WE NEED TO BRING A MESSAGE
OF HOPE, BUT ALSO WE WANT TO
LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE. WE NEED
TO KNOW THE MYTHS AND THE
MISCONCEPTIONS SO WE CAN
CLARIFY THEM WITH SCIENCE. I
HOPE THAT WE CAN EMPOWER
OUR COMMUNITIES WITH
KNOWLEDGE SO THAT THEY CAN
ACT UPON THAT KNOWLEDGE."
DR. VLADIMIR BERTHAUD
PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE & DIRECTOR OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES
MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

The Center for Black
Health & Equity Presents:
Turn Amen into Action
Watch the replay:
http://bit.ly/amenintoaction

#powerandimmunity
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INFORMATION SESSIONS

"BUILDING EQUITY IN PLANS
TO DISTRIBUTE THE VACCINES
INCLUDING CULTURALLY
SENSITIVE, MULTI-LINGUAL
OUTREACH TAILORED FOR
LOCAL COMMUNITIES WILL BE
ESSENTIAL FOR CLOSING
GAPS IN HEALTH OUTCOMES."
LEON MCDOUGLE, MD, MPH

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
CHAIR OF NMA COVID-19 TASK FORCE ON VACCINES AND THERAPEUTICS

NMA COVID-19 TASKFORCE
CLINICAL TRIALS STATEMENT
The National Medical Association serves as a leading voice for quality healthcare and elimination of
health disparities and established its COVID-19 Task Force on Vaccines and Therapeutics to advise
NMA members, healthcare partners and patient constituents about the safety and efficacy of
COVID-19 vaccines and treatments. The Task Force reviewed the clinical trial data in search of
differences in health outcomes that would place the Black community at higher risk of unfavorable
outcomes from the vaccine and determined the following:

Ten percent of people who enrolled in both
the Pfizer and Moderna clinical trials were
Black, equaling more than 4,400 and 3,000
people, respectively.
Both the percentage and number of Black
people enrolled are sufficient to have
confidence in health outcomes of the clinical
trials.

Persons receiving the vaccine were > 94%
less likely to develop COVID-19 infection as
compared to the placebo group.
Efficacy and safety were observed and
consistent across age, gender, race,
ethnicity and adults over 65 years of age.

Read the complete statement here: https://www.nmanet.org/news/544970/NMA-COVID-19-Task-Force-onVaccines-and-Therapeutics.html
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ADDRESSING COVID-19 IN
AFRICAN NATIONS
African countries have experienced just 3.4% of the world’s coronavirus infections. The continent has
been able to capitalize on knowledge from the Ebola epidemic which prepared them with improved
health policies, surveillance systems, public education tactics, and the infrastructure to address COVID19 early on. While African nations benefit greatly from having younger populations and lower rates of
obesity and diabetes (which reduce risk of severe COVID-19), their approach to mitigating COVID-19
and preparing for the vaccine are worth a salute.

SLOWING
THE SPREAD

PREPARING FOR
THE VACCINE

Closed their international
borders and instituted
lockdowns before the first
case was documented.

*Nearly 80% of citizens
across Africa would take a
COVID-19 vaccine if it were
deemed safe and effective.

Rolled out 4-hour rapid
COVID-19 testing.

Dispelling myths and
addressing mistrust due to
medical colonialism.

Add a little bit of body text

Utilized mobile app to
connect infected patients
with medical providers and
move people into
quarantine.

Prioritizing most vulnerable
as first recipients of vaccine.
Resolving financial and
logistical challenges in
obtaining, storing and
distributing vaccine.

*According to an Africa Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (Africa CDC) report
** According to a recent Johns Hopkins report

EQUITY ISSUES
OF CONCERN
**Vaccines will be in short
supply as Western countries
have secured more than
50% of available COVID-19
vaccine although they are
only 14% of the world’s
population.
Laboratory in Nigeria plans
to develop its own
inoculation.
Governments plan to
distribute vaccine in places
of work, worship and at
events to ensure access for
all citizens.
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INFORMATION SESSIONS

"A LARGE AMOUNT OF EFFORT
WAS PUT INTO ENSURING THAT
THIS PROCESS, EVERY STEP OF
THE WAY, HAD THE EYES OF
PEOPLE OF COLOR. MODERNA'S
CEO AGREED TO SLOW DOWN
ENROLLMENT SO WE COULD GET
BETTER REPRESENTATION OF
PEOPLE OF COLOR IN PHASE 3
TRIALS."
DR. KIZZMEKIA CORBETT
SCIENTIFIC LEAD FOR THE CORONAVIRUS VACCINES & IMMUNOPATHOGENESIS TEAM
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH (NIH), VACCINE RESEARCH CENTER

UNMASKED: A COVID 19
Virtual Town Hall
Watch the replay:
http://bit.ly/unmaskednaacp

#powerandimmunity
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JOINT STATEMENT ON
THE INTEGRITY OF
VACCINE TRIALS
AND THE INCLUSION OF BLACK, INDIGENOUS AND
PEOPLE OF COLOR (BIPOC)

DAVID M. CARLISLE, MD, PHD

PRESIDENT AND CEO OF CHARLES
R. DREW UNIVERSITY OF MEDICINE
AND SCIENCE

We, as representatives of the four historically Black medical
schools in our nation are committed to the inclusion of Black,
Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) as we engage in
research initiatives focused on the novel coronavirus, SARS
CoV-2.
The virus, COVID-19, disproportionately impacts the number of
infections, complications, and deaths in our communities.
Our research efforts will be governed by the basic principles of
respect of persons, beneficence, and justice.

DR. WAYNE A. I. FREDERICK
PRESIDENT OF HOWARD
UNIVERSITY

Respect for persons demands that our communities enter into
research voluntarily and with adequate information.
Beneficence ensures that our communities will recognize the
benefits and risks that may result from the improvement of
knowledge through their participation in research. And finally,
justice will be achieved by ensuring that no person is denied
participation in research without good reason, nor will anyone
be unduly burdened by their participation.
Our decisions to recommend participation in clinical studies,
including vaccine trials, will always be informed by rigorous
science carried out under international rules governing the safe
and ethical conduct of research.

VALERIE MONTGOMERY RICE
PRESIDENT OF MOREHOUSE
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Our approach will be unbiased nor influenced by financial or
non-financial conflicts.We will rely on peer-reviewed,
transparent science is an important component in protecting
the welfare of persons who volunteer to participate in clinical
studies.

JAMES E.K. HILDRETH, PH.D, M.D.

#powerandimmunity

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER OF MEHARRY MEDICAL
COLLEGE

Specifically, we stand together to:

Protect the members of our communities by maintaining
the highest standard of integrity and respect which have
always been, and will remain as cornerstones of our
engagement;
Listen to our communities and address concerns and fears
surrounding research related to COVID-19- including
clinical trials, vaccine candidate trials, and therapeutic and
diagnostic research- by providing accurate information
based on scientific evidence;
Ensure that the manner and context in which information
regarding participation in research is conveyed is culturally
and linguistically appropriate;
Confirm that individuals enter into research voluntarily, and
agreement to participate in research constitutes a valid
consent;
Uphold, no matter what, the fundamental guiding
‘Hippocratic’ maxim ‘to do no harm’; and lastly,
Promote equity as it relates to access to opportunities to
improve the quality of health and wellness, ensuring that
each community we engage gets what they need when
they need it, and in the amount that they need.
These fundamental principles are inherent to each of us as
individual medical schools, and collectively we pledge to use
our unified voice to advocate for all who consider and those
who participate in COVID-related clinical and translational
research.

#powerandimmunity
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Monderna Fact Sheet and FAQ
https://www.fda.gov/media/144638/download
Pfizer Fact Sheet and FAQ
https://www.fda.gov/media/144414/download
V-safe After Vaccination Health Checker
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/vsafe.html
Coronavirus Vaccine Hesitancy in Black and Latinx Communities
https://bit.ly/3oYInAW
National American Association COVID-19 resources
https://www.nmanet.org/page/COVID-19-Resources
Why Are Vaccines Important?
https://www.lung.org/blog/why-are-vaccines-important
National Immunization Awareness Month:
How Vaccines Have Helped Reduce the of Death and Disease in the U.S.
https://www.lung.org/media/press-releases/national-immunization-1
COVID-19 Vaccine FAQ
https://www.lung.org/lung-health-diseases/lung-disease-lookup/covid-19/vaccine/faq
NAACP Coronavirus Equity Considerations
https://naacp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Coronavirus-EquityConsiderations.pdf
How CDC Is Making COVID-19 Vaccine Recommendations
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/recommendations-process.html
NAACP CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) INFORMATION
https://naacp.org/coronavirus/
Black Coalition Against COVID Resources
https://blackcoalitionagainstcovid.org/resources/

